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The Wonder 

of the Age
Great Mergenthaler Linotype 
“Type-Setting” Machine.
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Its T Mechanism Bewildering, Its 
Capacity Immense.'
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=•:
Thé Daily Times Has Four of Them—A Complete 

Revolution in the Composing Room—No More 
<<Pi”—Swift, Clean, Safe and Certain — The 

s True Modern Outfit.
13
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Be Victoria Daily and Weekly Times biliity that posterity would have been 

is now --'ffiti-’in a brand new dress every cheated of the incomparable productions 
dav. The garment of to-day is seen of that unequaled galaxy of Elizabethan 
a'din no more; not a single letter in this writers, Shakespeare, Jonson, Spenser, 
nalier ever appears twice. Each day Sydney, Masinger, Ford, Beaumont, and 
bears its own burdens, and the paper Fletcher and Raleigh, 
comes to its readers’ hands bright, clean, If it. is true that printing is second 
fresh, and, of course, needless to re- only to the steam engine in the benefits 
mark! full to the brim with the news which it has bestowed upon humanity, 
of the city, province, Dominion and the it will readily be conceded by all who 
big r6 aid world beyond. And, more- have seen it in operation that the lino- 
over •: was the first paper in Canada type is second to no invention called 

I west ol Toronto to do this, and the sec- forth by the discovery of the two great 
lond on" the whble Pacific coast from powers, steam and printing. It seems. 
ITierra del Fuego to Alaska’s farthest singular that the world should be indebt- 
liimit More than ever the Times is to natives of Germany for two of the 
now literally, metaphorically, figurative- greatest inventions, both in the same 
Iv allegorically, really and truly “up to field, printing and linotyping. Johannes 
the times,” for in its composing room Gutenberg in 1450, or thereabouts, and 
four Merganthaler Linotype machines Ottmann Mergenthaler in 1880—for it 
hammer out the news of the world at a was about that time that the machines 

Ispeed that would make the poor old approached completion—have done in- 
“comp” of ten years ago dizzy to watch, calculable good to humanity and shed 
Setting type by hand met all the re- imperishable glory upon the German 
quirements of the centuries preceding fatherland. Quite right and proper 
this; the various improvements made that Germany, the ackowledged leader 
from time to time in type and printing of the world’s thought, should find first 
machinery, the marvellous speed at- the best means for the 
tamed by many compositors, and the her patient researches an 
high standard time for “setting” accept- Could Gutenberg arise from his quiet 
eti the world over, seemed to meet, even (and alas! sadly neglected) resting place 
the intensity of modern life. But not under the lindens of Mainz and walk 
for long- as the middle of this century to-day into, say, the Times composing 
Idrew near and the pace at which civ- room and see the wonderful linotype 
Blizecl peoples were travelling the path of machine thundering along at top speed, 
lirogress greater and the rush of new doing the work of three men more swift-
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iFIG. 2—LINE OF MATRICES AND SPACE-BANDS.

deas "ore swept over the world like ly, faultlessly and cleanly than the best 
torrent, it became apparent that “set- 

rng type by hand would soon have to 
«- relegated to the department of &n- 
mmtile®' The huge metropolitan dailies 
ouini it harder and harder to keep 
P tlie terrific strain with the old Gut- 

- «-rg process of “sticking” type. La- 
and time saving machines, exquisite 

ln,."]‘I1<’<'1.)1,i°n and capacity, were pro- 
,',7, "tth astounding rapidity in all 

Um,of industry—why not in print- 
lv “'ought was by no means a 

Clever brains for nearly a 
,ili.Jrj-had been pondering the possi- 
.vmTi.i a,. ,iro(htcmg a machine that 
rihnfiiH? ,away with “setting” and disputing type. And it was found at
tenth rlL, . reserved for the nine- 
o™is n, y mak® Printing the col- 
,v,if.i " Wlt,°n,s' most wonderful 
wihis n»V- amI triumph of human 
s ’ Patience and skill.
aimv' thnn Iptnorable day when the 
f "'HutitSi hashed across the mind 
inn ‘,ane Gutenberg of Mainz, over 
Hovi.'ihVtxKl>’ ai!d he made the first 
h„ types wherewith to overcome 
leminarh 'thhculbes in the way of dis- 
: i . .il ng the treasures of thought 
il lr(‘S(lnt hour, printing has 
't mi’reasing blessing to man
m,i ,7' "Jle to attempt in this time 
ir I0 eyen so much as catalogue
><■<*,tv',v1126 the triumphs of the art 
he ii„.. Ivp> or recount ever so briefly 
race f"oasurable good it has done to the 
Wish l se things are known and 

'771 h.v every man, woman and 
(liiAi can read a printed page, 
ive V lc,rg' tor, after all, he seems to 
V|,|JT,l><-‘St claim as inventor, by his 
he Tfjr* types and press ended forever 
hai,i.iriVener’8 laborious art and the 
Humi. ? tusk of the monks with their 

missals and their cramped 
rittei, y' An(l wiiere, formerly

! f'°Py was worth a baron’s ran- 
nllri. , 1 humblest hind could now read 
ngmTn an(l inwardly digest. Print- 
•hlivi'n le i|ust in time to rescue from the 
limp’/1 that threatened them, the ines- 
iioitoi,? riches of Greek and Latin 

Indeed, it came too late to 
ita,. ? major portion of that priceless 
f it VI j lor what the world possesses 
Iran,i- r h may thank printing. The 
,am„ ,‘tivention of the fifteenth century 
iinniJ"? U1 time for the splendid tri- 

the sixteenth. But for print- 
18 well within the limits of possi-

compositor that ever handled types, it 
needs only a very ordinary exertion of 
the imagination to picture the amaze
ment of the father of printing.

The art of printing has been complete
ly revolutionized by Mergenthaler’s mar
vellous machine. Usages of the com
posing room, venerable, hoary with the 
sanction of four hundred years’ habitude, 
have been at one fell swoop “pied” for
ever more. The legends, the traditions, 
the truisms of the composing room have 
been made ancient history—curiosities 
to be sought henceforth in books—all ip 
one brief decade. The stick now adorns 
the walls of the Times office as a relic 
of an age that has passed on. The 
“cases”- and the “types” remain, ’tis 
true; but, like Othello, “their occupa
tion’s gone.” A new order of things 
has become the fact, and characteristic 
crepitation of the type has given place 
to the whirr of the operator’s keys and 
the tinkle of his little warning bell. The 
expert operator sits at his key-board 
like Paderewski playing one of Tschai- 
kowsky’s demon Hungarische tanzen 
with improvised variations, 
gers of the tawny-maned Pole fly no 
faster over his echoing keys than do 
those of the expert linotyper over his 
more limited key-board. The nimble, 
nervous fingers, the dexterous, sentient 
arm of the compositor snatching the 
types with1 incredible celerity and rang
ing them in the stick are seen no more 
in the composing room. The machine 
does all this in another, faster, better 
way. It is the maximum of work with 
the minimum of trouble; a whole print
ing, shop compressed into what can be 
handled by a boy. But any description, 
however graphic or minute, can never 
adequately picture this extraordinary ma
chine or give a proper idea of its won- 
trous precision, speéd and capacity for 
work. One has to see to believe un- 
derstandingly the Merganthaler linotype 
machine’s posibilities.

These machines have been built . ex
perimentally in great variety of forms. 
Fortunes have been sunk by different in
ventors and companies in building the 
machines, which, although experimental
ly successful, were found in practice to 
be either worthless or of so little ad
vantage that their use was not con
tinued.

About 1876 various gentlemen, then 
residing in the city of Washington, rec-
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oguizing the necessity for something to 
take tne place of type and type compo
sition, and undaunted by the failures of 
those who had preceded them, began de
vising and constructing machined intend
ed to produce for each printing operation 
new type faces which were to be Once 
used and then melted down, the object 
being to do away with not only composi
tion and with expenditures for type, 
but also with the labor attending distri
bution. During the year, and for sev
eral years thereafter, these gentlemen 
were engaged in the construction of ma
chines in which the manipulation of 
finger keys, representing letters, as In 
the case of a typewriter, impressed cor
responding punches one after another in
to lead, papier mache, or similar mate
rial, line after line, thus providing a 
matrix sheet, upon which the molten 
metal was to be subsequently cast to 
produce a printing plate with the letters 
in relief, commonly known as stereotyp-

îzed labor resisted their construction, and characters used in newspaper work. , thdst magazine on the right reaches the 
trom every direction strenuous opposi- , The operator plays on these keys and assembling point as soon as one can 
tion was encountered. In" some cases the machine does the rest. There is no drop straight to it. But the spaces are 
tins opposition was carried to the ex- ! moveable type assembled, but every key delivered from a magazine on the lefti s.i.sviÆ sta » aage of the machines was attempted on ; or female type, which are assembled in matrix magazines. To retard'the deliv- 
severaJ occasions. i a newspaper line by playing on the ery of the spaces, the channel in which

^7 w!nterest?d expended in the , keys. This line of matrices is then they drop is supplied with a ston lever 
course of their experimental operations, : automatically .justified, and molten type- which is rapidly opened and * closed 
up to the time of the production of the metal is mechanically forced against it by a cam movement; this effects delay

x ; Mutera',sit, rs sj&sskks.** »f

F"-T* sthe invention of special tools and ma- proof sheets. Necessary corrections are would seem that the use of wedges for 
chines to meet conditions never before ^mckiy made, as it is easier to cast an spaces, which could be shoved up to 
encountered in the mechanical art. La- entire new une on the machine than it tend the line to the full width desired, 
b°ThIeviJt"a a ,s to reset moveable type by hand. would meet all requirements. But a

The best talent m Europe and Amer- I he action of the machine after wedge working between parallel faces
ica was engaged, and now, after years touching the keys is entirely automatic, bears only at one point; hence it was 
of experiment and the investment of a I he operations of composing one line necessary to use a compound wedge

ca?£lnf from, another and having its outer faces parallel and its 
a. fbird to the magazines inner faces inclined. This compound 

’mi. are started are con- wedge, or “space band,” as it is called, 
f„ur5Sa<', , Thus jt is that the machine is shown in Fig. 2, which shows a 
’s, to" operate beyond the speed line of matrices with the space bands in

fin|er the
of manipulating a linotype end of the line a bell rings to warn him, 

So™* i18 joofb more pleasant than and he either divides the last word and 
2? °f fbe compositor who sets puts in a hyphen or ends with a full
» Z“e operator sits upon word according to space. He then
h*,T,C,?o oK* ,,lr> and uses both moves a levèr at the right of the key-
kevs Squally—the = touch of the board, and the assembled line of mat-

bght and the working nces is instantly raised about four 
ho er bei vg 6mte easy. In time inches and runs off to the left on the
kivhnniN S,UeI1u a knowledge of the livery carriage. The operator pays no 

that the fingers go to the further attention to this line, but imrne- 
°iler„ Peaces mechanically—like those dlately begins betting the next. His 

nL CSmpIls-rfd musician playing the movement of the lever has locked a 
, wltbout any perceptible clutch which sets in motion a shaft 

fh;« eaor!û "ben he has reached carrying ten large cams. By mechan- 
®tage, the operator may use his ism connected with these the assembled

A8 T?*!!,. bis copy and to see that line of matrices is justified, aligned,
eve™ mioiIne A8 wooing properly in add moved down and held in front of 

Composition under these the slot Which forms the mold. The 
nl a™f/lUfC6% becomes the lightest and melting pot is swung up from the rear 

ThTLuî of ,work' , . until Its nozzle is in contact with the
. *77’ fi2?s la the linotype rear of the mold, and a jet of metal is

can he uhe °]d, style. Copy forced into it. The pot then recedes,
news e-m te takes> and late thie mold recedes a less distance and
thp neeeHcitt fb®. Paper without carries the cast linotype around past a
line °f cuttlng ’t up into one- trimming knife, which cuts off the “run-

The rivn nto o-o. , . ner” on the foot of the type. Finally it
naner is m makmg up the stops and the completed linotype is
evM seen matter frriypr7Pter who has pushed ont by a plunger on a frame be- 
There can the machme. side the one previously completed, re-

It m-iv - , ceiving a trimming on its two sides at
have hit A by those who the time. Meanwhile other portions of
chines that .fb®8® ma- the machine have attended to distribut-
disiCTeentvie heat F* creat®s a mg the line of matrices from which thedisagreeable heat and odor. This is cast has been made.
œrcentihïe hv tife® heat, 18 entirely im- Two slender arms reach up to the 
and tiieîvlnr isthet °PeJator m his seat, the top of the machine at the left. The 
an onlfnl^W =te carried °.ff by means of right hand one of these swings through 
moshhlrp th plp®’ Ieavmg- the at- the air forwai-d and down and “holds .

Bv no mLla6^01? pure". still” while the other mechanism places
worn!prfni mnPl-the • le7st y,irtn® of this the line of matrices within its grasp, 
that if fpnnhm«h+v,e 18 £vU?d m the fact Then it" swings up again, taking the 
his ^ewsnaner /i1®, publfKber to present matrices, but leaving behind the space 
dress pvUAPefi„P° the Public in a new bands, which are promptly swept into 
This d y—De.T type every day! the magazine from which they
handsompr^fnr^o uniformly clear and taken by a laterally moving hook. 
qihlp ?mlpn a7. Jl0e whl®h is impos- matrices elevated by the arm are held 
aPDearanee of I ^ 27Stem" And th® in lin® with the distributing channel and 

5 a paper has a very great are pushed into it one by _
In th.** 8liccess- close of this cycle of movement’, the

invpntm- hnotype machine the clutch on the cam shaft, which drove
great gam when he the mechanism of this complicated se- 

tutof matrices tor substi- ries of operations, is unlocked, and no
The mati-ix 9lh^ t**g> themselves, further movement of this part of the
of sl^et hriaVg" 31 ■ ?. a fam-sized piece machine occurs until this part is again 
mpphnn.Vnn? ’ ' Jbich can be handled unlocked by the operator.

*Tth. ÏÏPch greater ease To justify the», fine a plate is brought 
and certiynty than ordinary type^iMagetr up against the lower end»-of the space
ting- m justifyiaife and in distribution. bands and forces, them up until the line 

These matrices are contained in slop- is wedged up to the full length. Of
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FIG. 1—THE LINOTYPE.

ing plates. These machines were brought j million and a half of dollars in America 
to a high degree of perfection, but it alone, there are now in operation two 
was found that the system was attended ! factories in America, one in Europe and 
with certain drawbacks, such as an another in Canada, all engaged in the 
increasing number of operations, coup!- manufactre of - machines, which for 
ed with an inability to readily correct fineness of workmanship and precision 
or change the matter. of action are. unexcelled by the finest
/AUbut this time Ottman Merganthaler watch movement/ Tcnlay .many hun- 

of Baltimore, mechanic, who had been dreds of machines are in operation and 
engaged in connection with the earlier nearly one hundred of the leading dail- 
expejriments, conceived the idea of build- les of Europe and America are printed 
ing 4 machine in which an entire line of from their type. Opposition from all 
letter punches shouW be set up or com- sources has practically disappeared, and 
posed like ordinary type and then im- such is the great demand for the ma- 
pressed at a single stroke in order to chines that the companies are unable to 
give a better alignment and greater uni- build them as fast as they are needed, 
fortuity to print. From the type of Among the most difficult problems en- 
these machines much print of an ex- countered was that of the manufacture 
cellent character was produced. One of metal matrices into which the lino- 
great difficulty, however, that remain- types were cast. These matrices, which 
ed.was that of the many necessary cor- | give form to the letters, are produced 
récrions and alterations in the text, and in the factory by the aid of steel letter 
the difficulty in producing matter in such punches. It was necessary thht several 
form that it could be conveniently and thousand of these punches in hard steel 
economically handled in the hurry and should be produced, 
rush of newspaper offices. first machme was produced the world

Experiments were continued in vari- did not contain a sufficient number of 
ous directions and a vast amount of expert punch cutters to produce these in 
money expended. Finally, in the course the time desired. Finally there was 
of these experiments, there was devel- discovered an American inventor having 
oped the first radical departure from a machine which, modified and altered
ordinary type and methods since the to suit the requirements, served to cut
days of Gutenberg. This departure, these punches at a high speed, and with 
which is rapidly revolutionizing the a degree of precision unapproachable by 
printing art throughout the world, con- hand. The hair lines of small type are 
sisted in abolishing ordinary single-letter three-fourths of a thousandth of an inch 
type and substituting therefor type-metal in width.
bars or slugs, each having on its edge An ordinary sheet of paper is three- 
all the characters necessary to print an thousandths of an inch thick. When it 
entire line, hence the name “Linotype.” i is remembered that this hair line is to 
By the use of the linotypes the unit be one-fourth of the thickness of a sheet 
of composition is raised from a letter to of paper in width, the difficulty of con-
a line. The linotypes being assembled structing a machine to cut punches will
side by side present the same appear- be apparent. The machine, however, 
anqe, and in use give the same effect, did produce, and to-day punches are 
as forms of ordinary type. cheaply and rapidly manufactured there-

After producing various machines, all on. Such is the marvelous precision 
adapted for 'the production and assem- that a punch smoked in a candle can be 
blage of these linotypes by the mere returned to the machine, and the film
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FIG. 4—MOLDING WHEEL.

ing magazines or channels in the upper ; course its motion is a yielding one, it
part of the machine. Each magazine | being actuated by a weight so as to
has room for 22 matrices. Lower case i give a constant pressure, whether the
e, the letter most used, has two maga- 1 space bauds are pushed up a short or
zines assigned to it, and there is an auto- long distance. ,
“atiLattaC“ tbeir,m7utbs wbich The distribution of the matrices back 
nn» aaJnCe etvdra^v fl'°? to their magazines is perhaps the most
one and then seven from the other al- ingenious, and certainly the most al
ternately. teresting, feature of this triple prodfie-

In most type-setting machines there is tion of one mind. After the line is
a direct mechanical connection between cast, a long iron arm comes auto-
the key and the pusher which ejects a matically from the back of the machine
type from a magazine. This is true also to the matrices, picks them up with the
of the linotype; but the machine has facility of a human hand and lifts
also additional features which go a long them to an endless screw at the top of
way toward insuring a positive and. cor- the machine. These matrices are all
rect action. With an operator giving nicked on the principle of a Yale lock,
the light touch which is a necessity in As they slide along the screw they hang
very rapid work, there is danger that the on by these nicks, which are so ar- ,
key may not be depressed far enough or ranged that when one of them reaches
held long enough to permit the matrix its channel the nick looses its hold and
to start out of the magazine. To obvi- the matrix drojps into its proper place in
ate this the vertical rod connecting the the magazine, ready to slide down again 
end of the key lever to the matrix dis- into the place of assemblage, as the op
charging mechanism has a projection on era tor may desire to use it. So per-,
it against which a spring roller works, feet is this system of distribution that
Its action is to resist the upward motion no letter can get in the wrong channel,
of the rod at the start and afterward to and the matrices are in continuous use.

Then if the operator only Thus it will be easily seen how ad- 
partially depresses a key the automatic vantageous the machine is to the opera-
action completes it. The effect of this tor, who in addition to the fact that on
autçmatie action, however, wotti 1 he to it he can make more money for his eight
leave the key depressed, so a cun is hours’ work, is by its ingenious con-
brought against a rapidly revolving rub- struction relieved of the additional two 
her roller. This revolves the i-avn and or three hours of work next morning 
pushes the key and the rod back to their which the compositors by hand were 
normal position. compelled to put in for nothing, to dis-

Referring to the perspective view of tribute the type they had set up over 
the machine, the magazines are in the night. In fact the operator has his 
inclined plain at the top of the machine whole time to devote to getting up mat-
and their mouths are along the line ter, and he experiences a gain not mere-
where this plane meets the vertical. The ly in the matter of distribution, but in
matrices fall from the mouths of the correcting the proofs. In the first place
magazines down the vertical channels there are no errors resulting from
seen in the perspective view. The left faulty distribution, because the machine
hand channels end close to the point being perfect in its action, cannot make
where the matrices are assembled. All mistakes. It cannot set a letter upside

, — the other channels deliver the matrices down, nor can it get a wrong font,
of carbon removed without affecting rne Hp0n a rapid]y running inclined belt. It The metal used is an alloy of lead, an-
metal. was an absolute necessity in the design timony and bismuth, which has a mod-

At the present time there are upward 0f the machine that the time of transit erately low melting point and solidifies
of 700 men employed in the American between the mouths of the magazines very quickly. The outside of the melt-
shops and in the manufacture of ma- an<i the setting point should be the same ing pot is jacketed with asbestos, and
chines. Operators are given constant for every matrix. An expert operator between this jacket and the pot the heat
emplovment far in excess of what was will often have four or five matrices from the Bunsen burner circulates,being
paid for hand composition. The cost on their way from the magazine to -ithe especially directed around the nozzle
of composition has been greatly reduced, assembling point at one time. Evidently of the pot. To secure perfect castings
and as a consequence lew fields have ■ these must be brought to the assembling the metal must not be so hot as to take
been opened in the printing art, and j point in the same order in which the an appreciable time to solidify in the
much printing is done which would ; keys were struck, or there will be trails- mold; and if it is too cool it is apt to
never have been possible under the old positions of lifters. solidify before the mold is full. To keep
system. Now the speed and inclination of the the metal at the proper temperature, .

The machine is operated from a key- carrier belt are adjusted to effect this an automatic mercury governor was at-
board containing the letters of the synchronous delivery, and so accurately tached to the gas jet. acting to reduce
alphabet, punctuation marks and other is this donè that a matrix from the far- the flow of gas when the metal is heated
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FIG. 3—HOT METAL POT.

manipulation of finger keys, there was 
lly produced in 1884 that form of

__ mine now known as the Linotype.
Great efforts were required before capi
tal was secured and the manufacture of 
machines commenced. Like all other 
pioneer inventions, the machine and its 
product immediately encountered _ the 
most violent opposition from compositors, 
who saw in this invention the death of 
hand composition.

Publishers, entrenched in the traditions 
and prejudices of centuries, also opposed 
its use. The latter, instead of investi
gating the machines, insisted that the 
results claimed were impossible, and re
fused to consider the subject. Organ-
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